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Meeting in Park Rain or Shine!
May 111:]:

Q

6 pan.

June Photo Contest

Family Fun

Look through your photo albums (or piles of

The May 11th meeting Will be held at 6 p.m. in
Shawnee Mission Park west of 1-435 on 87th.
KCAG will supply hot dogs, buns and chips for the
potluck supper. Families and signiﬁcant others are
welcome. BYOB but alcohol is illegal in the park.
Fishing is available for those with a license. There
are trees for rope work. Rental canoes and paddle
boats available. Look for the KCAG yellow banner!

upcoming caving trips and shoot a masterpiece.
,
Bob Younger and Paul Johnson will serve
as judges so dig out you favorite pictures——
serious and funny. Categories to include

Survey Workshop
by Randy Bruegger NSS 31674
On Feb. 18 a not«to-well—organized Kansas City
caver outing made it’s way to Don Toole's home
near Climax Springs, M0. The reason for this
gathering was to map a small cave in that area.
Cavers on this trip were Peddgie Heinz, Kate
Johnson. Harold Maris, Richard Cindric, Bob
Younger, Brett Jarrett, 'Ibm Howell. Mike Kirch,
Paul Johnson, Mike McKinney and myself.
This trip was for novice want-a-be cave surveyors. Many thanks to Don for making his home
available to us cats and all.
The next day about 9 am. after a great breakfest of Pop Tarts andjalapiﬂo peppers, the day got
started. We had to drive only a few miles to get to
the cave (lucky local cavers!) where we set up to get
under ground. While Richard started the in-cave
training, Tom, Brett and I started a 45 minute
above ground survey to plot a large sinkhole near
the cave entrance.
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pictures that you intend to put into one

someday). Take your camera along on the

prettiest speleothems, cave buddies in and out
the caves, party animals at the campgrounds,
etc. Bring your enlargements and snapshots.

Don ’Ibole and Dwight Weaver followed us over
to the cave and went on a ridge walking trip to
scout out a few holes in the area.
Aﬂer spending about six hours working in the
cave, we had an A and a B survey and had closed
the loop on the B survey. The most notable features
in the cave were very large piles of guano. It also
looks as though the cave ends at the sink hole
breakdown. The map overlays will tell us if the two
are related.
Afterwards we walked over to a small cave that

Don and Dwight told us about. This cave went back
a 100 feet or so and the got small. It was starting to
rain so we went to the cars and headed back to
Don’s house. We then packed up and headed home
or on to other cave sites for more caving.
As a follow up, some of us met at Richard's
house the next Thursday to plot and ﬁnish the
map. The cavers at his meeting were Harold Maris,
Mike Kirch, Bob Younger, Mike McKinney and
myself. The map looks like it will be a good one.
Bob is putting it together.

Kansas City Area Grotto is affiliated with the National Speleological Society, The Missouri Speleological Survey. and a
Foundlng Member of Missouri Caves 8: Karst Conservancy.
matings held every second Wednesday at 7 pm. (altomalo
m In May), M.A.G. Hall behind Midwest Research Institute.
Voiker Blvd. Kansas City, Missouri.

Annual dues: $10
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by Jerry Cindric HSS 32860
Richard Cindric, Richard Pyles and I went to
Arkansas on March 11—13 to ﬁnd and drop a few
pits. The locations were given to us by Rodney
'Ilennyson. All were in northern Newton County or

southern Boone County. We drove down on Friday

Aprif’ I00"!

formed by the melting ice. We ascended and went
to Gum Drop a short distance away. Gum Drop is
a neat drop of approximately 100 feet. We were on
our way back by noon.
A few items of interest. On Sunday we saw a
couple of elk on private land near the Buffalo
River. Second, we talked to a lot of locals (friendly

and cooperative as usual). These fellows though

and stayed in Jasper. The weather was decent, but
the area had received 16 inches of snow in a couple
of days previously so the ground was extra soggy.
In fact much snow remained on the northern
facing slopes.
Saturday morning we drove to the house
closest to several caves marked by Rodney. The

didn’t seem to have much of an idea about local
caves or even where they lived on the map.
All in all, a ﬁne weekend of walking, roping
and caving.

caves. We walked only a few hundred feet from the
house and found the ﬁrst pit called Fiveash. It was
a two-tier pit totaling approximately 110 feet deep.
After exploring Fiveash, it was a bit of a search
before we found a large sinkhole perhaps 400 feet
across. There were two pits near the rim. The

by Randy Bruegger ”83 31674

owners of the house had no idea of any of the

Richards went to Bridge Pit. They said it was

about 50 feet deep. I went to Slot Pit which
dropped about 40-50 feet initially, then another 25
some feet into a tight slot. Getting down was easy
(that old gravity thing) but getting out of the slot
was not. It was wet ﬁ-om the snow melt making
foot and hand holds tough. Using two ascenders
without the chest harness, I struggled out. It
probably would have been okay if it were dry.

We left for another area to ﬁnd Big Hole. After

talking to a few locals we parked and walked. The
pit was elusive and we decided to head back when
we happened to walk upon the hole. Richard C.
descended but found too much water entering to go
on without a wetsuit. He changed over to ascenders and exited. We’ll save this one for dryer
weather. Big Hole is supposed to contain about
three miles of passage. Back to Jasper and the
Dairy Diner.
On Sunday we drove and walked to Double Pit
and Gum Drop. Double Pit is supposed to have two
drops but we found only the initial 50 or some feet.
The remainder was either under some leaf litter
(trap door death) or through a water belly crawl

mahowmﬁum1ﬂp
On March 11, KCAG was well represented at the
annual Speleo Weekend, an event by invitation
only; at Lake Euche, Okla. Brett Jarrett and Thin
Howell allowed me to ride with them tojoin Ron
Lather, Paul Green, Peddgie Heinz, and others.
Friday night was devoted to staying up late and

greeting all arrivals. We also worked on Bill

Howard to see if we could get him to spill the beans
on any clues to the next days hunt. (No luck)!
The Saturday hunt for Floyd did not go
smoothly for my team. We could not find Floyd’s
bean can, and that put us far behind and we could
not catch up. In the end, my team ﬁnished dead

last. We found Floyd safe and drinking beer when
we came dragging in.
Many thanks to all our Oklahoma friends for
the good times, chili supper Saturday night, the
camp ﬁre, and the smoke bomb in the outhouse.

'Inulnnununuu-IIII
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Members in arears—To maintain your
reputation as an upstanding, outstanding

KCAGer please pay $10 by the end of April.

Make checks payable to Kate Johnson with
KCAG on memo line. Bring to meeting or
mail to Kate at 1705 Safari Dr., St. Joseph,
MO 64506. Thanks!
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Scout Trip to Perkins Cave Area
by Randy Bruegger NSS 31674

KCAG conducted yet another Boy Scout caving trip.
Mike Kirch and Bob Younger arrived at my house at
5:10 am. on March 19th. We then drove to the east
side of the Metro area to meet the scout group. We
also fell in with Paul Johnson and Mary. both new
cavers to scout groups.

We headed out in a seven car convoy with 0.3.
radios at full squelch, and no plan in sight. After
ﬁve and half hours into a three and a half hour
drive, we arrived.
Did Bat Cave. Did Tunnel Cave. Man, do I hate

those caves! Back to camp for supper and rest. The

plan was to do Perkins that night. The campﬁre and
supper was too much for some of us and we blew off
caving.
Later that night, Mike McKinney arrived to do
some caving on Sunday with Kirch and Younger.
The camp ﬁre cave talk lasted alter 2 51.111.
The next day I went on to LOG country to talk to
a land owner. Kirch, McKinney and Younger went to
Peque Cave and the scouts went on the Berry Cave.
I think Paul and Mary are still camped in that ﬁeld.
All in all it was OK for a scout trip weekend.

April" I‘N‘r

I've tried most of the popular rigs and methods

over the past 20 years. In desperate situations I’ve

even invented a few new moves, but what I want to
share with you here is some of the ﬁlings I use on
my current rig that have come about with a lot of
experience and experimentation.
I agree with Richard Cindric’s assessment (Feb. ‘
This Month’s Guano) that the seat harness is the
basis for all vertical rigs. By watching the early
space program on TV we learned that every safety
item should have redundancy built in, in short, at
least a two-part harness—should one part fail,
there is always a back—up.‘
A seat harness needs to have an adjustable
waist belt of at least two inch webbing. Sewing it in
a double thickness adds stiffness that will help
prevent the material from rolling and cutting in.
Also, a waist belt that doesn’t adjust can’t be worn

over diﬁ'erent clothes than what you were wearing
the day you designed the harness. Not having a

snug belt means the harness will droop as you
climb and won’t be in position when you need it.
Leg loops. separate from the waist belt, but
firmly attached, is the redundant part of the
harness, and adjustablityr is good to have. After
hanging in harness for several hours whilst lead
climbing, I added more attachments across the

back side of my harness to give added support that

Beginning Vertical Caving:
Another Viewpoint

by Rodney Tennyson H88 18946
of MOLEB Grotto
I began vertical caving in 1974, with cavers ﬁ'om

the old School of the Ozark 'Ii-eglophiles. This was
a great learning experience, but it didn’t take long
to realize that there had to be a better way than
the crude Mitchell systems they used.
Everybody that gets seriously involved with
vertical caving will not doubt find. that regardless
of how well they were taught or how much they’ve
read about technique and the technical aspects
involved, it still boils down to the old rule of
thumb: “For every competent vertical caver, there
is a unique personal rig.”

helped relieve pinching and constant pressure by

spreading the lead.

A prerequisite for more comfortable prussiking
is some adaptation to allow the climber to sit while
on rope. Many ropewalker and Mitchell systems do
not incorporate a simple method of sitting down to
rest. This can be a serious problem even on short
drops if you are carrying a big load of gear. And it if
it’s been a long trip, even a 30-foot climb can be a
major obstacle.
My ropewalker consists of a foot cam counted
directly against my instep on a 2 inch webbing loop

with a 1 inch cinch strap around it. The Gibbs ,
ascender is sewn on with two separate loops of 1

inch tubular webbing (redundancy isn’t restricted
to seat harnesses). With a strap around the back of
the heel, I have a very tight ﬁtting and comfortable
setup. I'd tried several variations of this but came

Pay- 9

Those attending the Spring M003 need to
be an the lookout for strange cave
lifetarms as detailed in the following
article.

New Species Discovered in
Perry County Cave
by Jogene Schale'

submitted by Jo Schopen-

cattle is a matter of speculation. On examining
the copious guano, Dr. Anna Jones remarked that

the cowbats were evidently herbivorous. A small
sample was take to determine its contents, and
the relative concentrations of nitrates, potash, and
pH value. She said that the guano may be quite

valuable as fertilizer, if the values found proved it

to be a hybrid between normal hat guano and cow
manure.
There is the distinct possibility that the discovery of this cowbat species may lead to new information on the genesis of moonmiik, the obvious
parallel development (perhaps convergent evolution) between caves and pastureland, and the
possible origin of the nursery rhyme about “the

During the annual Perry County Bemme Moore
Interannual Expedition, 1992-93, a new species of
bat —presumable extremely rare—was discovered
by noted speleobiologists, Drs. Ekaterinka and
Anna Jones. Thntatively names the Southern
Scottish Cowbat (Mootis angus), a small colony of
10 specimens was discovered in a high crevice, just

cow who jumped over the moon.”

This unusual creature was found in black and
brown, with two individuals who seemed to be a
plaid of black and tan. The bats were 3 inches in
length, and seemed to ﬂy quite
easily, although roosting behavior
is modiﬁed, since tine hooves
'
preclude the usual toe hang of
myotine species. These seemed

(Ed. Note: While preparing this manuscript,
another occurrence of “cowbats” was brought to
my attention by TBH, a noted caver. He does not
recall the location but does remember references
to albino “blind cave cattle”—-these being full
bovine size, however. These may indeed be the
“missing link” between the surface species and the
Perry County occurrence noted here. It makes
sense that full_sized cattle would have nutritional

beyond the entrance to Cat Track Passage.

to be hanging by their thumbs,

requirements not easily sustainable underground,

although one individual seemed
whereas the smaller version would be more likely
to have its prehensile horns hooked around a
to survive.)
helictite group. It is unknown how these horns
Anyone else knowing of locations or references
evolved, as no other species on earth is known to
. concerning related species are asked to contact:
have this ability.
Drs. Kitty and/or Anna Jones, Department of
Photos were taken and should be developed
Presumptuous Taxonomy, Bucolic State University
shortly. How these bats came to resemble domestic
(BSU), Vacaville, CA 99929-OCOW.

Imus CityAru Grotto
Minutes

February 9, 1994
The meeting was called to order by President
Richard Cindric at 7:05 pm in the M.A.G. Hall.
Trip Reports:
6 MSS Meeting in Rolla attended by Bill Pfantz,
Randy Bruegger and Kate Johnson.
6 On Jan. 10th Ron Lather took a trip to Innis.

Gate was frozen with 2 inches of ice so unable to
get in. It was 10 degrees the ﬁrst night and 15 the
next!

9 Mary Williams and Richard Cindric helped to

continue survey of Chin Springs Cave in NE
Arkansas. Mary and Richard mapped a little
passage 300 feet. Two other groups worked for a
total of 800-900 feet.
Planned Trips:
9 Feb 18-20—Survey workshop in Toby Cave near

m
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upon a key feature when I built one with triple
thickness, 2 inch around by foot. This gave a
sturdier loop that does not roll or bite my foot.
My second attachment to the rope is a “floating"I
(Le. drawn-up by bungee) Gibbs on a sling that is
long enough to reach my outstretched hand. While
most designs call for a knee or mid thigh length for
this ascender, I've seen that if it’s too short, it will
hang on lips and you have to bend down to reach it
to clear it over the rock. Also, if the ﬂoating attachment is too long, you’ll lose the recoil of the bungee
which needs to be at maximum stretch when you
extend your leg. I also add a piece of sling from my
ﬂoating Gibbs to my seat harness. This will keep

the ascender from falling down the rope and in case

of a chest harness failure, you will only fall into a
seat position. The proper length of this sling is
critical, as it can hold your cam from raising if too
short and is less effective if it is too long. I rig two
foot stirrups oﬁ' my ﬂoating Gibbs as it also acts as

my lower ascender for a sitlstand system.

My third attachment is a Gibbs on a short sling
that hooks to the rope above my chest harness and
is rigged to my seat harness. I generally don't

actually use this third Gibbs to climb with but I’ve

learned that it is a great aid in crossing lips as well
as being my primary rest anchor when I sit sown.

For very short drops I generally don't use this third
Gibbs, but it doubles as my top attachment for a

sitlstand system, and I always have it handy.
If I’m going to be doing a ﬁ'eefall drop, I will

nearly always use my Simmons roller chest harness, abut for against the wall drops or really nasty
situations, a locking D carabiner and regular chest
harness are more to my liking.
Now personal preference and experience will
have to guide you on what kind of ascenders to use
and incorporate into your system. For what I’m
doing, a free-mnning Gibbs is the best there is. For
mud or icy situations, their holding ability is

unsurpassed. Yet, the idea of a quick-on type is
appealing, especially on lips. But for a lot of the incave vertical work I’ve done, the mud and slime
dictate the Gibbs. (I remember once many years

ago, watching a buddy slowly rappel back down the
Pit in Little Bear Cave while frantically trying to

Apr“? [9‘19

make his Jumars grip the clay encrusted rope)!
In recent years, there has been a lot of cavers
using the spring loaded Gibbs, as yet, I’ve not seen
a single instance where they would ride up the rope
as easily as they should have, requiring a bottom
belay for 30 or more feet until the climber had
enough rope weight under them to over ride the
drag of the spring. Maybe for an upper ascender
they would be alright but never on a foot cam. With
my foot cam rig, I can take off alter two steps, of
course, I use the most worn of my Gibbs on my foot
cam too.

I hope some of you will think closely about the
various parts of our vertical rig, because all this
boils down to using a tool safely and smartly. Use
your head for more than holding your light!

Emu Goes Underground
While Kansas is not able to rival Missouri as the
Cave State, more than 800 caves have been found
thus far in the wheat state. Several extend more
than a mile.
A book published by the Kansas Geological
Survey at the University of Kansas featuring
Kansas caves is written by James Young and
Jonathan Beard, members of the Kansas Speleo-

logical Society.

“Most Kansas caves are not huge or as colorful
as other parts of the country,” said Young according
to The Daily News. “But some harbor beautiful
crystals, stalactites and stalagmites, delicate
rimstone dams and cave life, such as hate or cave
salamanders.”
Although the book describes the caves by region,

speciﬁc locations are not revealed out of respect for

the landowners. Most of the caves are on private
land.
l‘Bef'ore 1960, people were only aware of about
30 caves in Kansas.” Young said. “But in the 19705
and 1980s, the Kansas Speleological Society began
searching for additional caves by looking for likely
locations on topographic maps and talking with
local landowners. We ﬁnd a number of new caves
every year.”
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Lake of the Ozarks. Participants will stay at Don
'lboles house. Practice on instruments will take

place Friday night.

6 March 13
John McQuire has volunteered to work with a high school outdoor club.
0 March 12~Richard Cindn'c leading trip to hunt
for pits for May yo-yo trip.
9 April 15-17—Spring MVOR in Pen‘yville.
6 April 30—Randy Bruegger leading trip to Smittle
Cave. Limit of 14 and trip is already ﬁlled!
6 June 20-24—NSS Convention, Bracketville, TX.
Old Business:
6 Memberships are due—$10

O Treasurer Report $519.61

0 MVOR Committee Report—The plan is to bid for

Fall 1994 MVOR. Richard Cindric attended
Chauteau Grotto meeting and they were receptive
to helping KCAG in hosting the MVOR in the

Columbia, MO area. They would be able to help in
land owner relations, demonstrations utilizing area
professors. Discussion followed regarding campsites
and caves.
New Business:
9 Richard Keith nominated for membership by
Randy Bruegger. Membership approved.
0 New Equipment Chairman—Richard Crabb
Program: Rick Hines and John McQuire showed a

video of scanned images to show the possibilities for
developing an informational video. Rich showed a

video of Ozark Underground Lab.

HI-Ihl
Hllch 9. 1994

President Richard Cindric called the regular

meeting to order at 7 pm at the Arthur Mag Center-25 cavers present.

‘Iﬁp Reports:

0 Survey workshop on Feb. 18 attended by Mike

Kirch, Bob Younger, Mike McKinney, Paul Johnson,

Pedgy Heinz, Harold Maris, Richard Cindric,
Randy Bruegger, 'Ibm Howell, Brett Jarret, and
Kate Johnson. Toby Cave near Don 'Ibole’s place
was surveyed. One unusual feature is a natural
bridge of guano. Some went on down the holler to
another 100—foot cave.

Aprii’ 199‘!

*0 March 5 Richard Cindric went ridgewalking in
Arkansas for six hours. Didn’t locate anything
except the ﬁrst tick of the season.
0 March 5——Bob Younger almost got to go into
Carlsbad Caverns with cave specialist but then had
to settle for regular tour.
Upcoming trips:
9 March 12—Speleo Weekend by invitation only.
9 March 12—Richard Cindric leading a group to
check out 8 pits for the yo-yo weekend in May.
6 March 13—John McQuire leads Pembroke Hill
Outing Club to caves in Waynesville area.
9 March 19-—Bruegger and Bill Harrison taking a
boy scout troop to Perkins Cave.
0 April 15-17—MVOR near Perryville, M0. Little
Egypt Grotto the host.
0 April 22—Randy Bruegger leading a group from
UMKC near Doug Feakes to teach rappelling. Need
one to two vertically competent helpers.
0 April 29—Bruegger leading trip to Smittle.
Maximum 14 cavers.
9 May sometime—Bruegger is planning a carbideonly trip someplace nice and wet.
O May—3 day yo-yo trip to climb 1000 feet of pits.
O John McQuire will check on a trip to Ozark
Underground Labs.
Vertical Safety Session: April 2, 10 am, at Mary
Williams. No experience or equipment necessary.
Old Business:
0* Grotto slide show—who has it????? Several

people need to use it.

9 MVOR committee needs lots of help to get ready
for bidding. Pamphlets need to be produced. Bob
Younger, chairman, will be going to Columbia to

check our locations. Anyone welcome to go with

him. Meeting at Godfathers on Main St., 7 pm,
March 16.
New Business:

4. Treasurer’s Report—$611.28 total.

9 Nominations for membership—Paul Johnson by
Bruegger and Mike McKinney by Younger. Voted in.
0 Beer Keg for MVOR to be supplied by KCAG.
Seconded and passed. Concem expressed regarding
who would haul it!
‘
O MCKC Director Bruegger asked for covers to let
him know about privately owned signiﬁcant caves
to be put. on a conﬁdential list. Purpose is to promote conservation and help landowners.
Respectﬁllly submitted by
Kate L. Johnson,SecretaJyﬂl'easurer
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